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1. DEMO

Electromyography (EMG) has been widely adopted to build new interfaces for musical expression by the community [10, 4]. Muscular activity is inherently noisy, making EMG signals potentially difficult to map to audio parameters, and work with when designing interactions with audiovisual systems. For decades, musicians and technologists have explored different solutions – from costly medical devices to do-it-yourself (DIY) packages – to find reliable hardware for capturing the best EMG signal in order to facilitate the music and instrument making process.

In 2014 Thalmic Labs released the Myo, a wireless 8-channel EMG armband with a built-in inertial measurement unit (IMU) designed specifically for multimodal human-computer interactions. This device, together with custom software developed by the community [3, 2, 6, 7], has allowed the NIME community to easily take advantage of EMG technology in a variety of applications involving interactive audiovisual control [8, 5, 1, 9]. Unfortunately, the Myo armband was discontinued in October 2018 and is no longer available on the market. Thus, the community is once again facing the problem of generating its own EMG solutions. For this reason, we decided to build the EAVI EMG board (Figure 1).

The EAVI EMG board features six EMG channels and a 3-axis accelerometer. Dry electrodes are attached to a Plux Snap-Bit Trio with an EMG sensor seated on top of it (Figure 2) and housed in a custom case. Each sensor is connected to the board via micro-USB. In contrast to the Myo armband, which could be worn on the forearm only, our solution enables the positioning of the electrodes on any part of the body through our custom electrode case (Figure 3) which supports the use of bands of any length and material. The accelerometer is on the main circuit board.

The EAVI EMG board captures gestural data at a sample rate of 16 kHz and a resolution of 20 bits, and streams to a computer via USB and Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE).

As it is possible to observe in Figure 4, at the current stage, the board suffers from a high signal-noise ratio. However, the board is currently under constant development, thus we aim to present to the NIME community the latest improvements made on this work.

We will demonstrate the potential of the EAVI EMG board for NIME applications by using it to control parameters of a bespoke software synthesizer. We will invite the public try the board and welcome discussions related to potential applications in music, dance, building new bio musical instruments and related themes.

This technology represents an alternative solution for researchers and musicians interested in implementing EMG technology in their work. Because this board supports flexible placement of electrodes on muscles other than the forearm, it opens...
up a new range of possibilities for performers (e.g. dancers) when compared to previous EMG implementations.

Source code and more technical details about the board will be released through an open repository, thus facilitating the customisation and implementation of the board in different contexts by the community.

2. TECHNICAL AND SPACE REQUIREMENTS

- Table
- Multi-plug (3 plugs min)
- Computer monitor (optional)
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